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A: This is, more or less, a fake one... The yellow frames on the top are
some sort of renders. They are not real frames, they are there for

graphical sake and nothing else. I personally like the top corner of the
screenshot a lot, and think it would be a great addition to your app

screenshot. ;) I also like the gradient in the left corner, which I guess is
the ground under your feet. It would be nice if you added a green box

with a short description to the bottom. Regarding the second screenshot,
the second one is more nice to look at. It has a cooler view of the weather
conditions, and a better lighting. I especially like the right corner (where

the sun is) and I think it would be really nice to use it as a background for
your app. ;) Regarding the third screenshot, I can see a bit of nice scenery

at the top and a nice sunset at the bottom. I think they look really good
together. But since it is a sunset, I also think the sky should match the
color of the sunset. :) I also think the shadow on the ground would be

nice. A couple of minor suggestions: Make the large white part on the left
a bit more transparent, so that you can see the city underneath. A slightly

cleaner look would be appreciated. :) I think this is a great idea, and I
really like the look of it, so congrats for the best app of the day prize! :D If
you want to make it openable, you can add four buttons on the right top
corner, each labeled "Left", "Middle", "Right", and "Open" (Open as in an
application/file manager). :) Hope you know what you are doing, and will

enjoy your top app of the day award! :) Long-chain fatty acids and T
helper cell differentiation. The ability of T helper (Th) cells to differentiate

into distinct subsets has led to the concept of the "Th1" and "Th2"
paradigm. Recently, an alternative concept has gained support: distinct

Th cell subsets are not strictly delineated by cytokines, but are dependent
on one another as well as on cell surface receptors, adhesion molecules,
and cytokines. In this review, we discuss the role of fatty acids in T cell

differentiation. Depending on the antigen-presenting cell, Th1
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